The following is a joint statement from Gerry Anderson, CEO, DTE Energy and Sandy
Baruah, CEO, Detroit Regional Chamber:
We are issuing this statement to clarify the facts regarding the efforts of the Detroit Regional
Chamber (DRC) and the regional CEO Group related to regional economic development. At this
time no further statements will be given beyond this one.
The Detroit Regional Chamber reached out to Gerry Anderson over two years ago to begin work
on enhancing the 11-county region’s approach to business attraction and marketing to out of state
and international companies, including discussing ways to increase financial support to best-inclass levels.
Earlier this year the CEO Group and the DRC Board, at the Chamber CEO Sandy Baruah’s
urging, agreed to form a new, standalone entity to focus on raising and deploying additional
resources for business attraction and marketing for the entire Southeast Michigan region. This
entity will follow a “by the region and for the region” approach that is consistent with best-inclass models across the country, similar to groups such as Greater MSP in Minneapolis and
Columbus 2020 in Columbus.
This new, combined entity will build upon the Chamber’s existing program and team and will
continue to serve all 11 counties. It will never engage in assisting a company relocate from one
part of our region to another. Its ethic will be that when one part of the region wins, all in the
region win.
This new entity will be exclusively focused on driving new businesses from outside the region to
locate new jobs within the region. As stated by Gerry Anderson earlier today, “The entire region
benefits when investment and jobs come from outside Michigan and the country to Southeast
Michigan. The Detroit Regional Chamber, the Regional CEO Group, and all the county
leadership in Southeast Michigan can make a positive difference when we align and create
incremental, good paying jobs for the 11-county region.”
The Regional CEO Group is grateful for the leadership of the Detroit Regional Chamber for
developing this award-winning program that forms the platform for a more robust program and
results. The Detroit Regional Chamber appreciates the interest of the Regional CEO Group in
this important regional matter and their leadership in securing the resources for this globally
competitive effort.
It is intended that this new organization have representation from the 11-county region, as well
as representatives from the greater business community. We are conducting a nationwide CEO
search for the most qualified business attraction and marketing executive to lead our region in
attracting businesses from outside the region to Southeast Michigan.
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